Top 5 Reasons to Visit Myers at
PBS TechCon 2015 Booth #311
1. ProTrack Boot Camp

This is a boot camp like no other. Get laced up and ready to work your way through the ProTrack system in this in-depth session lead by Alyssa Baer and Anthony
Kubiak. The session will talk to the many ways to maximize your ProTrack investment. Session #80, Wednesday. April 8, 3:30 pm –5:00 pm, Roman I Room.

2. With New Trends, Comes New Workflows

Join Crist Myers and Tracy Carter as they discuss the future of traffic and programming and how Myers is ensuring that ProTrack is on pace with the rapidly evolving
media landscape. The session will cover everything from ProTrack’s progressive technology, product roadmap, and new partnerships, to its services and capabilities.
Session #88, Friday. April 10, 8:30 am –10:00 am, Roman IV Room.

3. New AR Module Preview

We are in the process of transitioning to a new technology platform, which will expand the capabilities of ProTrack and deliver an enhanced, state-of-the-art user
experience. We will be showing a preview of the first, soon-to-be-released Accounts Receivable (AR) module at our Booth #311. Schedule a demo now.
4. ProWeb Module
Providing accurate programming information online is crucial to maintaining a connection with today's audience. Come check out Myers' ProWeb module, which
keeps viewers connected by populating your online guides with schedule and program metadata directly from ProTrack. Missing last minute schedule changes,
manually addressing local program descriptions, and maintaining internal integration points are a thing of the past with ProWeb. Get to see ProWeb in Action.

5. Profitability in Action

Profitability is not only something that we understand, but it is a driving factor when it comes to developing our products for the future. To us, it is about building tools
and empowering workflows that enable our customers to increase revenue, while reducing operating costs, so they may achieve their highest potential profit. Stop by
Booth #311 to discuss how we can be a partner to your profitability.

